
BUBBLE PRESSURE TENSIOMETER – BP100 

THE PRECISION INSTRUMENT FOR 
ANALYZING SURFACTANT DYNAMICS



DYNAMIC MEASUREMENT, CONSTANT ACCURACY

With decades of experience in interfacial chemistry, we at KRÜSS 
develop solutions for particular tasks in research, development and 
quality assurance. Our measuring methods realistically replicate 
process conditions such as temperature, pressure and speed. In the 
field of tensiometry, our instruments support the development and 
optimal use of surfactants for a variety of applications.

One example is the Bubble Pressure Tensiometer – BP100. This 
high-quality laboratory unit is our special instrument for 
measuring dynamic surface tension (SFT). It reliably analyzes the 
mobility of surfactants and thus makes it possible to optimize 
their use in fast interfacial processes, such as spraying, printing, 
painting and cleaning.

Dynamic surface tension in a very wide speed range

The BP100’s high-precision pressure sensor measures the SFT of a 
surfactant solution based on the internal pressure of gas bubbles 
produced in the sample by a capillary. The instrument adjusts the 
required surface age exactly and enables its correlation with the 
SFT in a very wide dynamic range of 5 to 200,000 milliseconds. In 
this way, you can see how quickly a surfactant acts and after how 
much time the required SFT has been reached.

Reliable methods for checking the surfactant content

The dynamic SFT responds particularly sensitively to changes in the 
surfactant content of the solution. With the BP100, you can use this 
relationship and quickly find out whether the amount of surfactant  
lies within the required range, for example in galvanic or cleaning 
baths. The proven laboratory instrument provides methods for all 
steps of this quality process from the production of an accurate 
reference curve to rapid single-point measurement for checking 
surfactant content. 

    Precise analysis of surfactant solutions for fast processes
   Quality assurance for galvanic and cleaning baths
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Checking surfactant content with a single-point measurement



GENEROUS WITH CONVENIENCE, ECONOMICAL WITH YOUR TIME

   Automatic measuring programs and intuitive instrument 
control

   Fast preparation and flexible measurement with disposable 
capillaries

  Optimization of spray processes
  Surfactant development
  Development of washing and cleaning processes
  Optimization of painting and printing processes
  Checking the surfactant content in galvanic and cleaning baths

TASKS AND APPLICATIONS

   Measurement of surface tension (SFT) as a function of surface age 
between 5 and 200,000 milliseconds
  Long-term measurement of SFT at constant surface age
  Determination of the adsorption and diffusion coefficients 
   Calculation of the SFT of the solvent and the equilibrium SFT 
  Temperature control from -10 to 130 °C, temperature measurement 
with internal sensor

MEASURING METHODS AND 
OPTIONS

Simple operation and flexible adaption of the measuring conditions

The Bubble Pressure Tensiometer – BP100 impresses with its convenient 
operation – from the rapid capillary change and automatic surface 
detection to pre-prepared and flexibly adaptable fully automatic measuring 
programs. Helpful components, such as the motorized sample stage, the 
measuring chamber illumination and the integrated stirrer, are operated 
with the intuitive control panel.

The ability to control temperatures between -10 and 130 °C enables 
thermal process conditions to be simulated exactly. The software assigns 
the appropriate temperature measurement to each surface tension value 
thanks to the integral temperature sensor. The BP100 therefore provides 
information which can be transposed to large-scale situations.

Disposable capillaries save hydrophobic coating and cleaning

The option of using disposable capillaries thanks to the specially 
developed control electronics of the BP100 brings many advantages. It 
saves the hydrophobic coating and cleaning necessary with glass 
capillaries and therefore simplifies the analysis of contaminating or 
solidifying liquids such as inks or varnishes.

Transparent data management

With integral and flexibly adaptable measuring templates, our software 
reduces your preparation time to a minimum. Overview diagrams, 
comprehensive measuring reports and transparent data organization, 
right down to the combination of results measured with different types 
of tensiometer, make results easy to manage. You can also use the 
software’s extensive and expandable substance database as a clearly 
organized data pool of the substances which are important to you.  



ALWAYS CLOSE TO YOU
At KRÜSS, we combine technical know-how and scientific expertise 
with plenty of passion. That is why we not only produce high-quality 
measuring instruments for surface and interfacial chemistry – we 
offer a unique combination of product and scientific consulting. Our 
continuous know-how transfer ensures that not only we at KRÜSS 
keep pace with scientific developments, but also our customers. 

In this way, we help you to optimize and make better use of your 
technologies. This has made us the global market leader in the 
field of surface and interfacial tension measurement. As a matter of 
course, we will gladly support you with further information as well. 
Feel free to ask us about publications, application cases, and helpful 
information about other KRÜSS products. We are always close to you.

www.kruss.de

Headquarters

KRÜSS GmbH | Borsteler Chaussee 85 | 22453 Hamburg | Germany
Tel.: +49 40 514401- 0 | Fax: +49 40 514401- 98 | info@kruss.de 

Your local contact: www.kruss.de/contact/

Further locations

USA Matthews, NC | Tel.: +1 704  847 8933 | info@krussusa.com 
China Shanghai & Beijing | Tel.: +86 21 0815 0815 | info@krusschina.cn  
France Villebon sur Yvette | Tel.: +33  1 6014 9494 | info@kruss.fr 
UK Bristol | Tel.: +44  117 325 0257 | info@kruss.co.uk


